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Gulf Bank celebrates annual ghabqa

KUWAIT: In keeping with a much anticipated annu-
al tradition, Gulf Bank brought its employees and
executive management together for i ts  yearly
Ramadan ghabqa. This year’s ghabqa, which wel-
comed over 700 total attendees, took place at the
Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel and offered employ-
ees across all departments an entertainment-filled

evening outside of the workplace.
The annual ghabqa is a wonderful opportunity for

employees from different administrative divisions and
branches to enjoy an evening of delicious food and
great conversation, deepening the sense of familial
spirit that makes the Gulf Bank family so unique. 

Gulf  Bank’s General  Manager of  Human

Resources, Salma Al-Hajjaj, said: “The annual ghabqa
is one of our most anticipated events throughout the
year, and never fails to deliver a spectacular evening
for all Gulf Bank employees. We are so proud to
bring together employees from all over the Bank,
especially during the holy month of Ramadan, a time
of strengthening bonds and creating new ties of

friendship.”
The evening included awarding the best volunteer

of the year, as well as the winner of the internal
Ramadan football tournament of Gulf Bank’s employ-
ees. Gulf Bank is keen to enhance a spirit of open
communication among its employees through various
activities and events throughout the year. 

Food Bank distributes iftar meals 

KUWAIT: Meshaal Al-Nasari, Abd Al-Rahman Al-Alyan, Ayman Al-Mutairi, Salem Al-Hamar and other volunteers pose for a group photo after the event. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Abd Al-Rahman Al-Alyan takes part in distributing iftar meals. Meshaal Al-Ansari, donor Nasser Al-Mesri and his daughter.

Distributing ifatr meals Meshaal Al-Ansari supervising Warba Bank meals’ distribution. Volunteers distributing dates.

Long queues of people waiting to receive their iftar meals.

Salem Al-Hamar, Abd Al-Rahman, Meshaal Al-Ansari, Asaad Al-Kurdi and
other volunteers. 

KUWAIT: Kuwait Food and Relief Bank
held daily iftar meals distributions in vari-
ous areas around Kuwait as part of their
Iftar Campaign in collaboration with the
Awqaf General Secretariat, Warba Bank
and several other companies. The campaign
has been feeding several hundreds of
unprivileged people throughout the holy
month of Ramadan.

While visiting one of the Iftar
Campaign’s sites in Mubarakiya Market,
Food Bank’s vice chairman Meshaal Al-
Ansari thanked the Kuwait Times and other
sponsors for their support of the campaign.
“I would like to also thank Kuwait Times
Editor-in-Chief Abd Al-Rahman Al-Alyan
and Warba Bank’s Public Relations Manager
Ayman Al-Mutairi for their personal partici-
pation today and for increasing the aware-
ness. Our initiative encourages everyone to

donate or give a hand - and the more par-
ticipation we get the more people we can
help feed,” said Al-Ansari.

Kuwait Times Editor-in-Chief Abd Al-
Rahman Al-Alyan attended the Mubarakiya
Market Iftar Campaign event and expressed
his gratitude. “I would like to thank the
Kuwait Food and Relief Bank spearheaded
by their Chairman Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi
for their initiatives and continued support of
humanitarian work around the world. The
Iftar Campaign is only the latest of many
campaigns the Food Bank has in store. I
would also like to thank Mishaal Al-Ansari
the Vice Chairman of the Food Bank and
Salem Al-Hamar Food Bank’s Director for
their kind hospitality and their hard work
today”. For more information, please visit the
website
https://www.kuwaitfoodbank.org/6xuASO


